During motor adaptation, the brain must learn to produce new muscle outputs without disrupting the intricate coordination between numerous motor areas. A new paper (Perich et al., 2018) shows how adaptation can occur in a subset of neural dimensions and avoid muddling inter-area communication.
When you dive into a swimming pool, the physics of your movement environment change abruptly and dramatically. And yet with practice, your brain compensates seamlessly and allows you to maintain precision control of your body despite the altered biomechanics. In a new paper about such motor adaptation, Perich et al. (2018) examined dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) and primary motor cortex (M1) as monkeys adapted to changes in movement environment. They found remarkable stability in how neurons' activity is coordinated, both within and between these two areas. Instead, the key change was a shift within PMd in how the internals of the pattern generator relate to the output channel.
The backdrop for these findings is a recent shift toward dynamical systems thinking about motor preparation and control (Shenoy et al., 2013) . In this view, a central function of motor cortex is to act as a generator for motor command signals. As in classic invertebrate work, this view motivates investigating how the pattern generator operates. Unlike invertebrate pattern generators, however, monkey motor cortex comprises vast numbers of neurons. Fortunately, neurons in motor cortex do not explore every possible combination of firing rates. Instead, neural activity exists on a ''lowdimensional manifold'': that is, the activity of these many neurons is locked together in a handful of combinations (''dimensions''), which fluctuate in different proportions. This permits the use of systems identification techniques, such as dimensionality reduction, which can reveal the underlying low-dimensional population structure. Many neuroscientists have therefore begun to analyze the population-level patterns instead of focusing on the activity of each neuron one at a time (Cunningham and Yu, 2014) .
One key finding that has emerged from this population-level approach is the distinction between ''output-null'' and ''output-potent'' combinations of activity (Kaufman et al., 2014) . Motor cortex contains millions of neurons that control only dozens of muscles, and even the limited repertoire of neural combinations is greater than the repertoire of muscle combinations. It follows mathematically that many different combinations of neural activity will produce the same muscle control signals. Thinking of each muscle as performing some readout of neural activity, we call those combinations of neural activity that lead to muscle activation output-potent dimensions. The complement to these output-potent dimensions is all the many combinations of neural activity that do not affect the output, which are called output-null dimensions. Although these output-null dimensions do not directly affect motor cortical output, they serve numerous important functions. They permit preparation of movements without causing unintended execution (Elsayed et al., 2016; Kaufman et al., 2014) , participate in pattern generation (Russo et al., 2018) , initialize the neural pattern generator (Churchland et al., 2012) , and accept visual information relevant to movement (Stavisky et al., 2017) . Moreover, the output-potent/output-null distinction is not restricted to muscle control, but is also relevant to how brain areas communicate with one another: in PMd (a motor area adjacent to M1 that is functionally upstream of it), only some dimensions are output-potent with respect to M1 (Kaufman et al., 2014) .
Perich et al. set out to understand how the pattern generator in motor cortex could be flexibly altered to accommodate sudden changes in biomechanics (as in the swimming pool example), and what role output-null and output-potent dimensions play in this adaptation. Instead of asking their monkeys to swim, they imposed a curl field on the arm, such that the faster the animal tried to reach straight, the harder the arm was pushed to the side by a robotic manipulandum. With a little practice, the monkeys could manage to produce straight reaches again. The authors recorded from PMd and M1 before and after motor adaptation, and considered four different ways that the brain might have managed to achieve this feat. One option was that learning might occur entirely upstream of these areas, with no reorganization of neural correlations within PMd and M1. Alternatively, the activity of both areas might reorganize entirely, to learn with maximum flexibility. A third option was that PMd's relationship with M1 might change, so that a fixed command in PMd produces a different response in M1. Finally, they asked whether PMd might change the relationship between its output-null and output-potent dimensions, thereby helping to implement the adaptation without upending the entire pattern generator.
To distinguish these hypotheses, the authors determined how the population structure changed with adaptation-that is, whether neurons' activity co-varied in new ways. To do so, they used generalized linear models to predict the activity of an individual neuron from the activity of other neurons. For example, it should be possible to predict a PMd neuron's activity from the activity of other PMd neurons, since the low-dimensional structure of the population's activity implies that these neurons are not all independent. To determine whether the correlation structure of the population was conserved after adaptation, Perich et al. trained their models using data from fully adapted reaches only, then tested whether the models generalized to reaches during the curl field adaptation process. If prediction succeeds, that implies a consistent relationship between the neuron and the predictors before and after adaptation.
When predicting PMd neurons' activity from that of other PMd neurons, or M1 neurons from other M1 neurons, models trained on fully adapted reaches generalized well to activity during the curl field adaptation. This means that each neuron's relationship with the low-dimensional activity was unchanged by curl field adaptation, consistent with perturbation experiments using brain-computer interfaces (BCIs; Golub et al., 2018) . More excitingly, activity in PMd's output-potent dimensions remained predictive of activity in M1. This is a crucial finding: it means that the communication channel from PMd to M1 was also untouched by curl field adaptation.
The final test was predicting M1 activity from PMd's output-null activity. For fully adapted reaches, this worked well. That this is possible is somewhat counterintuitive, since PMd's output-null dimensions are not directly related to M1 activity. However, this works because pattern generators evolve over time following lawful rules (''dynamics''), which couple the activity in different dimensions (Churchland et al., 2012) . For example, if you observe the hands of a clock, the vertical position of the minute hand gives you information about the horizontal position of that same hand. Similarly, since both output-null and output-potent dimensions are involved in pattern generation, their activity is related (Elsayed et al., 2016; Russo et al., 2018) .
Critically, however, early in adaptation, the model could no longer predict M1 activity from PMd output-null activity. That is, curl field adaptation must have altered the relationship between PMd's outputnull activity and its output-potent activity. In the example above, this is analogous to laying the clock face up but maintaining your original point of view. If we do not know that the clock has been laid down, and we again measure the vertical position of the minute hand, we will find that it always remains an inch off the table and is no longer informative about the horizontal position of the hand. This completes the key result: adaptation does not alter communication between areas, but seems to alter the pattern generation within PMd.
This last result may seem at odds with the reliability of the within-PMd model. However, the within-PMd model has access to both output-potent and outputnull activity, allowing held-out neurons in PMd to be predicted no matter what combination of dimensions they are correlated with. On the other hand, the PMd null to M1 model lacks PMd's output-potent activity. Thus, when the relationship between PMd's output-potent and outputnull activity shifts with adaptation, the model fails. For the clock example, this means that we can continue to predict the hand's vertical position from itself, and the horizontal position from itself, but not the horizontal position from the vertical position. Analyses focusing on exactly how PMd's output-null activity changes relative to its output-potent activity might therefore yield further mechanistic insight into how adaptation occurs.
An immediate worry is that the change in output-null dimensions is simply a result of changed visual input. Or perhaps those output-null dimensions really don't do much after all, and any slight change to the task simply disrupts an epiphenomenal correlation. To address this concern, Perich et al. also tested a visuomotor rotation condition. That is, they altered the mapping between the visual stimulus and the reach, so that to move a computer cursor to the right, the monkey must now make a down-right movement. Behaviorally, adaptation to the visuomotor rotation looked identical to curl field adaptation, including a learning curve that took dozens of trials. In the brain, however, the difference was stark: for visuomotor rotation, unlike for the curl field, all of the predictive models generalized perfectly. This is a powerful control, which rules out many concerns that these methods have been overstretched. Consistent with prior findings, this result argues that adaptation to visuomotor rotations likely occurs upstream of PMd and M1. Moreover, it argues that output-null dimensions are not epiphenomenal or easily disrupted.
What, then, should we make of curl field adaptation changing the relationship between output-null and output-potent activity? One concern is purely technical: in the curl field (unlike in the visuomotor rotation), perhaps the monkey must produce unusual force patterns and therefore needs ''new'' patterns of neural activity. If this were the case, however, we would expect all the predictive models to perform poorly. Instead, three of the four models performed well, arguing against a technical flaw.
A more exciting possibility is that after adaptation, different output-null activity is required to drive the same outputpotent activity. There are several reasons this change might take place. First, sensory feedback evokes strong responses in M1 and PMd. Changing the movement environment will drastically alter the relationship of the outgoing command signals to the incoming sensory feedback. This changed feedback would likely change output-null activity directly, and also might require the circuit to compensate in order to produce the needed outputs. Second, motor adaptation requires adaptive processes in other brain structures, such as the cerebellum. These other structures might provide altered feedback under adaptation, and act to change activity much like the altered sensory feedback. Alternatively, these other brain structures might even act as part of the pattern generator itself, forming loops with PMd and thereby acting as part of the link between PMd's outputnull and output-potent dimensions. Their adaptation could reshape this link, and produce the result Perich et al. observed. Interestingly, these findings seem to be at odds with the recent results of Hennig et al. (2018) . In that paper, the authors studied adaptation using a BCI, which allowed them to explicitly specify outputpotent dimensions. They then altered the mapping of the BCI and found that the statistical relationship between output-null and output-potent dimensions held steady despite the altered ''physics.'' This may mean that altering a BCI mapping acts more like a visuomotor rotation than like a curl field, and studying motor adaptation is best done with the real arm. Or it may be that motor adaptation with the real arm unavoidably alters sensory feedback and confuses the issue, and a ''purer'' study of adaptation can be accomplished using BCI. Hopefully, future experiments will tease apart the roles of changing sensory feedback and changing dynamics.
The approach of Perich et al. opens the door to a new way of understanding motor learning. By examining how activity changes differently in output-null and output-potent dimensions, future work can now answer questions of how pattern generation changes when new patterns are required and how sensory feedback shapes ongoing pattern generation.
